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LONDON (Reuters) - Prime Minister Theresa May will tell Britons on Wednesday that Britons are not
xenophobes, just “skeptical”, after a series of racist incidents. After the 2016 referendum, when she
lost the race to leave the European Union, May faced a backlash from those who blamed
immigration for unemployment, crime and other social problems. “I want to move beyond the
poisonous language of ‘hostile environment’ and make it clear that Britain is not a hostile
environment,” she told a business lobby group on Monday. “You are not a xenophobe.” May said that
in 2013 she had asked not to use phrases like “foreign workers”, or to refer to migrants as “the
other”. “This goes beyond just words. It’s the tone and the approach of policies that we took, which
are continuing to take this country forward.” European Union citizens have been able to live and
work in Britain since after the country’s accession to the union in 1973. May’s Conservatives have
changed tack on migration - they had initially proposed a strict cap - and on language, offering to
teach all schools that “we want to live and work side by side in harmony”. In December, a 14-year-
old boy was arrested after posting a picture of a man carrying a knife on Facebook with the caption
“British people”. Four girls, aged 11 and 13, were arrested after allegedly “yelling abusive and racist
language” at a white man in a school playground in the town of Crawley in southern England.Q: Not
able to iterate in a hashmap of a hashmap I have a hashmap named hashmap1 which is a member of
a class and has another instance of another hashmap in it. I am trying to traverse the 2nd hashmap.
I have done much debugging and was able to get through even a single iterator. But when I try to
iterate the whole hashmap, it fails. Please let me know what I am doing wrong. HashMap>
hashmap1; // This is a mapping of "to" to "from". HashMap from2to; from2
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